The mod p v¡ -periodic homotopy groups of a space X are defined by considering the homotopy classes of maps of a Moore space into X and then inverting the Adams self-map of a Moore space. In this paper the modp V\ -periodic homotopy groups of a Moore space are computed by using the Cohen-Moore-Neisendorfer splitting of the space of loops on a Moore space. The Adams map is shown to be compatible with this splitting and it is proved that the homomorphism of v¡-periodic homotopy groups induced by the Adams map is an isomorphism.
Introduction
Let X be a simply connected, p local space for some odd prime p. The degree p map of a sphere S" A S" acts on nt(X) and the rational homotopy groups of X are obtained by inverting this action. By analogy with this, the mod p vx -periodic homotopy groups of a two-connected space X are defined as follows. Let M" -Sn~l U e" be a mod p Moore space, and define the mod p homotopy groups of X by nn(X;Z/p) -[Mn, X], n > 3. Let vx denote the Adams map v. : Mn+q -► M" , where q = 2p -2. The Adams map is constructed stably in [1] , and in [10] it is shown that it can be constructed for n > 3. The basic feature of this map is that it induces an isomorphism in /C-theory, hence all composites of vx with itself are essential. The groups nt(X;Z/p) form a graded Z/p vector space, and a module over the ring Z/p [vx] by defining avx to be the composite aov. , for a: M" -► X .
The first theorem of this paper is an explicit calculation of vx nt(X ;Z/p) when X is a modp Moore space. The case X = S n+ is the main topic of [17] , and the method used there is based on the analogous method for p = 2 carried out by M. Mahowald in [14] ; see also [15] . To analyze the i>,-periodic homotopy groups of Mn we follow a procedure suggested by Fred Cohen. In [6] , [7] , and [8] it is proved that Q.M" splits as a product of certain spaces, and these factors in turn fit into fibrations involving spheres. The resulting long exact sequences of vx -periodic homotopy groups yield the result.
Our second theorem asserts that the homomorphism of vx -periodic homotopy groups induced by the Adams map is an isomorphism. This is not obvious, since the action of vx on nt(X;Z/p) is obtained by composing on the left, whereas the homomorphism induced by vx is obtained by composing on the right. This theorem is analogous to analyzing the homomorphism of n^S") induced by the degree k map. From another point of view, it is a special case of a conjecture that under suitable hypotheses, a map which induces an isomorphism in yY-theory induces an isomorphism in v~ nt ( ;Z/p). This is known to be true stably [4] .
In order to state these results more precisely, we establish some notation. Fix an odd prime p and assume that all spaces are localized at p . Recall that K is the graded field Z/p [vx ,v7 ] , where the degree of vx is q. Then for any 2-connected space X, v~ nt(X;Z/p) is a graded vector space over K.
Denote v^n^S2"*1 ;Z/p) by %2n+x . It is proved in [17] that %2n+x is fourdimensional over K with basis elements in dimensions 2n + l, 2n+q, 2np+q , and 2np + 2q-1 . Let ¿7'2n+x denote the stable modp vx -periodic homotopy groups of S "+1 . Then <5^"+1 = v~lnt(S "+l ;Z/p) is two-dimensional over K with basis elements in dimensions 2« + 1 and 2n + q by [16] . If If is a vector space over K, let 1/ W denote W shifted up in degree by j . In [6] it is proved that there is a homotopy equivalence, for n > 0, QM2n+2 ~ S2n+i{p} x Çl(\l°°=QMAn+2jn+i), where S2n+l{p} denotes the fiber of the degree p map on S "+1 . Since S n+ is an //-space, the degree p map induces multiplication by p on ntS n+ . Thus it is immediate that vx~[n:t(S^2n+l{p};Z/p) = ?/2n+x © t~l%2n+i . In [8] it is proved that there exists a space T "+ {p}, and a homotopy equivalence for n > 1 , QM "+ T n+ {p}xiî(Vri Mn"), where na is a certain set of indices satisfying na> 4n , and only a finite number of indices occur in any dimension. It follows from the above-mentioned splittings and the Hilton-Milnor theorem that QM", n > 4, splits as a weak product of spaces of the form S m+ {p} and T m+'{/?}. Thus in order to complete the computation of v~ nt(M" ;Z/p), it suffices to compute v~ nt(T m+ {p};Z/p), m > 2. The author wishes to thank Fred Cohen for suggesting this problem, as well as Mark Mahowald for helpful discussion on this topic.
Preliminaries
In this section we will review the main results of [17] concerning v~lnt(S n+ ;Z/p) = %2n+x and we will summarize the splitting of QMn from [6] - [8] , as these are the main ingredients in proving Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Let B denote (BY, ), ,, the classifying space of the symmetric group X , localized at p. Bm will denote the m-skeleton. There is a Hopf-James map Qq"+1 S2n+l ¿* Q(Bqn), also referred to as the Snaith map. See [9] for a definition of this map. The main theorem of [17] is that this map induces an isomorphism in v~ nt( ;Z/p). The vx-periodic homotopy groups of QBq" are the stable vx -periodic homotopy groups I.°0Bqn, which in turn are the same as vx~ Jt(Bqn ;Z/p), which can be explicitly computed. Here Jt( ) denotes homology based on the spectrum J, which is the fiber of a certain Adams operation 8:bu->Y,qbu in connective /^-theory. 2n+i 's generated over K by four classes in 7rt(S "+ ;Z/p). The first, i2n+x : M2n+l -S2n+l , is the pinch map. The second, co2n+x : M2n+q -52n+1 , is the composite M "+q -4 S "+q ^ S "+ , where ax is the generator of Tt2n+(S n+ ) = Z/p. The classes i2n+x and o)2n+x are stable and generate <y2n+i = v~1nt(S "+1 ;Z/p). The other two classes are unstable, and can be described as follows. There are fibrations,
where the lower fibration defines W(n + \) as the fiber of the double-suspension map and the upper fibration comes from the EHP sequence. Since dx is degree p on the bottom cell, (dx)"(h(n+\)P+\) = (¿lU^+np+i) = °> and i and co pull back to classes in nt(W(n + \);Z/p). ij~ (i2(n+\)P+\) and /t;'~'((y2(«+i)p+i) are tne tw0 unstable generators of ^2«+i ■ The above facts are proved by considering a map constructed by Cohen [5] , from W(n) to Q(M np~ ), and by using an unstable Adams spectral sequence argument to show that this map induces an isomorphism in v~ nt( ;Z/p). The statements about S n+ follow by induction on n , using (2.2). Now we summarize the splitting of ÇLM" , n > 4 ; see [6] - [8] for details. Let x : M -+ QMn , y : Mm -» QMn represent mod p homotopy classes. Since QM" is a grouplike space, we can form Samelson products [x ,y]: M i\Mm -► Q.M" . Since M l\Mm splits as a wedge M +m\/M +m~ we can compose the inclusion of the "top" summand with the product to obtain M +m x^*' Ü.M", which will also be denoted by [x,y] M4n+2+2k" -* QM2n+2 for k > 0. Taking the wedge of these we get \/r>o M4n+2+2kn -+ QM2n+2. In [6] it is proved that the fiber of the adjoint map \/r>o M4n+i+2k" -M2n+2 is S2n+1{p} and the fibration
is homotopically equivalent to a trivial fibration (i.e., a product). A splitting map is obtained from the diagram
It is also necessary to consider Q.M n+ , n > 1 . The first factor to split off is not a fiber of a degree p map on a sphere. Consider the following diagram:
in which all rows and columns are fiber sequences, and the second and first rows define F "+ and E n+ . The map q pinches the bottom cell of M "+ to a point.
In [6] a certain set of mod p homotopy classes M"" -* F "+ is constructed. We will not record here the precise formula for nt but only mention that these classes represent relative Samelson products and the dimensions na satisfy (i) na > 4« and (ii) there are only finitely many na equal to any given dimension. In [6] it is shown that the fiber of the map VQ Mn" -» F2n+I is homotopically equivalent to (2.5) ^"'xll^"1f c>i
The above homotopy classes lift to E "+1 , and in [7] it is proved that the fiber
Define T "+ {p} to the fiber of the composite
In [8] it is shown that the fibration fii\/M""|-fiM2"+Ur2"+l{p} is homotopically equivalent to a trivial fibration.
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Putting together (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) we obtain a commutative diagram qV+1 * -n2s2n+i
in which the rows and columns are fiber sequences, the right-hand column is the fiber sequence which defines S "+l {p}, and the left-hand column is the product of the fiber sequence which defines W(n) and the fibration *^ Y[s2ttpk-i{p2} * n^'V}.
To prove Theorem 1.1, it suffices to compute the boundary homomorphism S in the long exact sequence in vx~ &"( ;Z/p) for the middle row.
Recall that t>,~l«,(OSa"+,{p};Z/p) = S"2^2n+, ©I" V2n+1 . The two stable -2 -ĉ lasses X z2 , and X ^n+i 'n tne first summand, corresponding to the upper-right-hand sphere of 3.1, are in the kernel of ô since they map to 0 in nt(W(n) ;Z/p). The two unstable classes in the first summand are not in the kernel of ô , since they map nontrivially to nt(W(n) ;Z/p).
To evaluate ô on the second summand, it suffices to consider the boundary map ô' for the third row. The boundary map ô', followed by projection onto the first factor, is represented by a map cp2n+x '■ & S "+ -* S " which is shown in [6] , [7] to be degree p on the bottom cell. In a moment we will prove: Proposition 3.2. Assume n > 2. Let cp2n+x: fiy "+l -► S n~ be any map which is degree p on the bottom cell, i.e., such that 
The maps X are those described in [11] . Since QMn splits as a weak product of spaces of the form S {p} and T {p} , Theorem 1.2 will follow from repeated application of the following: Proposition 4.3. The maps a and ß defined above induce isomorphisms in v~lnt( ;Z/p). 2 2 To prove this it suffices to consider Q a and Q ß . Proposition 4.3 will be 2 2 deduced from the fact that Q a and Q ß induce isomorphisms in mod p 2 k vi-theory, and from the fact that the vx-periodic homotopy groups of Q S {p} 2 k and Q T {p} are detected stably, when k is odd.
In what follows, let Kt ( ) denote mod p K-theory and let K denote the representing spectrum. and note that by an argument similar to the proof of Proposition 2.4 of [ 13] , the functor Q X ( ) applied to a Kt( ) isomorphism gives a Kt( ) isomorphism. We are using the fact that 2« + 2 > 6. Similar argument holds for the map ß. D
We must investigate under what circumstances maps inducing Kt( ) isomorphisms also induce v~ nt( ;Z/p) isomorphisms.
The simplest situation to handle can be described as follows.
Let ^ denote the nonconnective mod p J spectrum, i.e, ^ is the fiber of a certain Adams operation 6: K -> K, as in [4, §4] . There is a unit map S -^ #, which induces, for any space X, a map X±tf°(f MTX).
The induced homomorphism n^X -A ^(X) is the mod p ,^-homology Hurewicz homomorphism. Moore space, such that the generator maps to a stable v{ -periodic homotopy ç k class in n^(M \Z/p). In this case we will say that the generator is detected stably.
Consider first the four classes in v7 nt(S n+ {p};Z/p) = X-^2«+i ®^2«+i > which correspond to the two stable classes i and co in each summand. There is a diagram
where the first map is inclusion of the bottom two cells, the second map is the splitting map of 2.3, and the third map is stabilization; and it is readily verified that the four generators of the stable group v7lTtt(M2n+l ;Z/p) lift to classes in v7 nt(M "+1 ; Z/p), which map to the four classes in v7ln,(S n+ {p};Z/p) in question. Looping twice yields the desired map L~l2S2n+i{p} -> Q(M2"~l).
As for the other four generators, let ç2n+x '■ Ü S "+l -> 5 ""' , n > 2, be the map constructed in [6] and referred to in §3. In [7] it is shown that cp2n+x satisfies the commutative diagram q2 "2/1+1 «>2"+i "2/1-1 n2P \ I E1
a2s2n+l.
Thus we have a diagram a2s2n+\ ^^ Q252«+. It follows that the outside rectangle in the following diagram commutes:
The left-hand square commutes by definition of ß . Since T "!+ {p} is a retract of Q.M m+ , it follows that the right-hand square also commutes. Let V2m+l{p) denote W(m) x T\k>x S2mpk~\p2} , recall the fibration which is the middle row of 3.1, and let y: V m+ {p} -> V "+l {p} be the map of fibers induced by the right-hand square. By Lemma 4.4, Q y induces an isomorphism in Kt().
For each k there is a fibration s2mpk-\p} i s2mpk-l{p2} M s2mpk-[{p}.
Of the eight generators of v~ nt(S^mp ~]{p } \Z/p), four are in the image of it and four are not in the kernel of j\ . The latter four are detected stably after looping twice, as shown above; hence these four generators are mapped Lemma 4.9. Given a map f: S mp ~ {p } -► S np ~ {p } such that j > k, the induced homomorphism in vx-periodic homotopy groups is zero.
It follows from Lemma 4.9 that (Q y)t is filtration preserving. Since Fm is finite dimensional, and (fi'y), is injective, (Q y) \F", is an isomorphism.
Since v7 7t"(V "+ {p};Zjp) = lj; F'" , we have that (Q y)m is an isomorphism. Since yt and a, are isomorphisms, it follows by The Five Lemma that Bt is also one.
Proof of Lemma 4.9. The quotient of nt(S +l{p };Z/p) by the subgroup of ?;,-torsion elements has eight generators in dimensions 2/, 2/ + 1 , 2/ + q -1 , 21 + q , 21 p + q -1 , lip + q , lip + 2q -2, and 2lp + 2q -1 , as in (2.2).
These dimensions are minimal, in other words these generators are not divisible by vx . The first four of these are stable in S + {p }, and the second four are unstable.
Consider the given map /.
The first four stable generators of 7tt(S '"" ~ {p~};Z/p)l(vx -torsion) are in the kernel of f because their dimension is less than the connectivity of S np ~ {p~} . The second four unstable generators are in dimensions which are less than the dimensions of the four unstable generators in rct(S "p '{//"} ;Z/p) so they cannot map to these unstable classes. Furthermore, an unstable homotopy class cannot map nontrivially to a stable homotopy class; hence the four unstable generators are in the kernel of f , proving the lemma, a
We conclude with the proof of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2. Assume x, y G
